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Abstract

We describe the model of an avalanche high energy particle detector consisting of two

pn-junctions, connected through an intrinsic semiconductor with a reverse biased voltage

applied. We show that this detector is able to generate the oscillatory response on the single

particle passage through the structure. The possibility of oscillations leading to chaotic

behavior is pointed out.



1 Introduction

The sensitivity of a semiconductor particle detector, as well as that of a photodiode, is enhanced

using avalanche multiplication of the charge carriers in depleted areas of pn-junctions [l],[2],

[3] . Efforts have been directed in finding ways to increase the multiplication rate and, at the

same time, to decrease the avalanche excess noise [3] . The reason for the avalanche excess

noise lies on the presence of the internal feedback due to hole-impact-ionizing generation of the

electron-hole pairs. To suppress this generation many different methods have been proposed [3]

- [8] : employment of the large difference between ionization energies for electrons and holes in

graded-gap materials in [4] ; use of the large enough difference of the effective impact-ionization

rates for electrons and holes in multiquantum-well or staircase avalanche photodiodes (APD),

[5], [6] ; resonance enhancement of the impact ionization, induced by the zone folding effect,

used for superlattice APD in [7] . A method to eliminate parasitic feedback by trapping holes in

a potential well formed between two heterojunctions, in which the avalanche electron-hole pairs

generation takes place was proposed in [8] .

For particle detectors the more conventional approach is to use impact ionization in the wide

enough depleted region of a PIN-diode structures [1], [9] . Cerdeira et al considered the positive

feedback caused by the holes impact ionization process, to organize the oscillatory response of

a semiconductor avalanche particle detectors to a pulse-like external perturbation [10] . They

proposed to use a semiconductor structure with two narrow depleted areas (slabs), separated by

an intrinsic semiconductor with high conductivity. The avalanche multiplication will take place

inside the depleted areas. The electrons generated move from one slab to another through the

intrinsic region, while the holes move in the inverse direction. The strength of the electric field

inside this region was considered too small to generate electron-hole pairs. When the electrons

reach the second depleted slab, they will be accelerated by the local E-field, causing a new

avalanche multiplication. Meanwhile, the cloud of holes moves towards the first depleted slab

inside the i-region without any change and will induce the next avalanche multiplication inside

the first depleted area and so on. Thus, it is possible to induce current oscillations in this

structure.To observe the desired oscillatory response we have to assume that both electrons and

holes are capable of having ionizing collisions. They also showed the possibility of reducing the

initial partial differential equations to coupled nonlinear maps. This allowed them to investigate

the stability of the steady-state, periodic and chaotic motion and to study the application of a

feedback signal to control this device.

In this work we study the behavior of a device consisting of two consecutive pn-junctions



connected via an intrinsic semiconductor under reverse biased voltage. We are interested in

finding the conditions under which such a device will give an oscillatory-like response under

the passage of a high energy particle, such as a minimum ionizing particle (MIP). which will

cause the initial impact ionization inside the structure. This guarantees the £-like distribution

as initial condition, since a MIP does not normally generates a charged shower. We present an

approach based on the solution of the initial and boundary value problem for linear hyperbolic

partial differential equations with linear and nonlinear boundary conditions [11]- [14] . This

approach is common to describe the spatio-temporal dynamics of the charge and current densities

in a pnipn-structure. For different mobilities for the carriers the problem is reduced to a

coupled nonlinear difference (DE) or difference-delay equations (DDE). We show that when all

parameters for electrons and holes are equal the problem is reduced to two independent DE or

DDE. We study numerically the evolution of the initial current density pulse (produced by high

energy particle for instance) for different combinations of the device parameters. We show the

possibility of oscillatory response to the passage of a high energy particle when the reverse bias

voltage does not exceed the avalanche breakdown threshold, and the duration of the initial pulse

does not exceed the time of flight of electrons and holes across the intrinsic region. This regime

provides an internal amplification of the initial pulse of current produced by the particle. Finally

the problem of stability of the equilibrium state of a particle detector based on this principle is

discussed.

2 The Model

Let us consider a semiconductor structure, consisting of two pn-junctions, connected through

an intrinsic semiconductor and brought close to, rather than exceed, the avalanche breakdown

threshold via reverse biased voltage. Two depleted slabs with a low conductivity are formed in

the neighborhood of these junctions due to the reverse biased voltage applied. The conductivity

of the intrinsic region is much larger than that of the depleted regions and at the same time,

much less than the conductivity of the p- and n-layers. Therefore, the distribution of the electric

field strength across this structure has two peaks around the physical pn-junctions, as shown in

Fig.l. The dynamics of the charge and current densities and E-field in classical semiconductor

devices is governed by a system of self-consistent equations, consisting of the full current, the

discontinuity and Poison's equations (see for example [15]) .

In the case of stabilized voltage applied across the junctions the Cauchy problem should be

solved for the whole structure, since it is not possible to fix the currents at the ends. Due to



the different properties of the n-, p- and i-regions we have to use different sets of equations

for different regions. This means that we have to match solutions obtained for two adjoining

regions according to the corresponding boundary conditions at these borders. Therefore we need

to solve the initial-boundary-value problem for each of the three regions, matching the solutions

at the boundaries. The boundary conditions depend on the process that take place in the

device. In a general case we need to use numerical simulation to obtain the solution of the above

mentioned system of basic equations with corresponding boundary and initial conditions. Taking

into account the qualitative picture of the oscillatory regime described above and making some

additional assumptions, we can further simplify the problem, achieving in this way a description

of the regime studied.

Consider a ID case, and assume the semiconductor is uniformly doped, and that the number

of electron-hole pairs generated by impact ionization is small compared to the total number of

pairs present in the junction. Under these conditions the internal electric field is not sensibly

changed. Therefore the self consistency of the E-field is not needed, and the Poisson equation

can be neglected.

Under the conditions of reverse biasing the diffusion current can also be neglected compared

to the drift current, as well as the charge particle recombination process. The system of equations

is reduced to:

1 djn(x,t) djn(x,t) .
Tn—dT-+ ~dx— = anJn(x't] + apJp(*'t]

1 diJxA) djJx.t) . , . . . .„.

inside the slabs and

1 djn{x,t) djn{x,t)— —~__—| __ . _ u
vn at ox
i djp(x,t) _ djp(x,t)
vp dt dx K '

outside the slabs. Here jn(x^t)(jp(x,t))1 vn(vp), andan(ap) denote the current density, velocity

and avalanche amplification rate respectively for electrons (holes). The currents refer to drift

currents only.

To formulate the boundary conditions let us consider the three regions of the pnipn-structure

shown in Figure 1: two depletion slabs 1 and 3 and a drift region 2 (i-region). In the slab 1 holes

are moving towards the left , while at the right end (x — /) the holes are coming continuously

inside slab 1 from the i-region. At the same time the electrons are moving towards the right

end and due to reverse bias voltage, there is no incoming electrons (we neglect the current of



minority carriers). For slab 1 we write the following boundary conditions:

41)( / '0=JJ? )ftt) and jM(-l,t) = 0 (3)

Analogously, for the slab 3

ii3)(X-/,O=Ji.2)(L-l,t) and 43>(L + M) = 0 (4)

where the subscripts 1, 2 and 3 refer to the slabs.

For the i-region the boundary conditions are:

;l2)(M)=jL1}at) and 42)(Z-/,0=j[,3)(L-l,t). (5)

Here L is the width of the intrinsic region. Under these assumptions the self consistent descrip-

tion of the structure can be separated into two independent problems. One of them describes

the process of the charged particles avalanche multiplication inside the depletion slabs with ini-

tial and boundary conditions given by (3) or (4). The second describes the free propagation of

electrons and holes inside i-region and hence the interaction of the two slabs.

We can further simplify the problem assuming that the width of the depleted slabs is much

less than the distance between them. We can then treat this process as a sequence of the

resulting transformations of the electron (hole) cloud into the hole (electron) cloud on the slabs.

3 Phenomenological boundary conditions

From Eq.(l) we can find the dependence on the incoming current of the avalanche current output

from each slab. Then, we use these values of the currents at the edges of the slabs as boundary

conditions for Eq.(2) to calculate the currents inside the i-region. Therefore, we can formulate

the initial- and boundary-value problem for the linear hyperbolic equations (2) with nonlinear

(in general case) boundary conditions and use the method of characteristics to solve it [11] -

[14] . This method allows us to reduce the initial-boundary-value problem for hyperbolic partial

differential equations to the initial-value problem for ordinary difference or difference-differential

equations. The spatio-temporal dynamics of the charge and current densities is easily obtained.

Moreover, if we are not interested in the details of the processes inside the slabs, we can use

phenomenological boundary conditions of a different kind to investigate the possibility of an

oscillatory regime in this device.

For simplicity, we consider the mobilities of electrons and holes to be constant. So, we can

rewrite Eq.(2) as follows

vn dr ds



1 djp(s,r) dj,(<;, T) ______ _ _ _ o (6)

where r = t(vn + vp)/2L and <; = x/L are dimensionless time and space variables;

vn = 2vn/(vn + vp) and vp — 2vp/(vn -f vp) are dimensionless normalized drift velocities of elec-

trons and holes respectively and L is the distance between the centers of the slabs. To these

equations we should add the boundary and initial conditions for the jn{s. T) and jP(q, r).

In general, the transformations of the electron and hole clouds on the slabs are nonlinear and

depend not only on the current densities of incoming clouds, but also on their derivatives taken

at the boundaries of the slab. In the system under consideration there are two characteristic

times: -ta, the time of the avalanche multiplication developing (delay) and -T/, the time of

flight of the charge carriers through the intrinsic band of the structure. If ta << Tj, we can

neglect the transients in the slabs during avalanche multiplication as well as the delay of the

avalanche current and hence, the dependence of the outcoming current on the derivatives. If

ta >> Tf, this dependence on the derivatives becomes important and cannot be neglected.

Let us consider first the case when ta « Tj . The boundary conditions are:

0,r)] (7)

jn(hr)=g[jp(hr)]. (8)

while the initial conditions have the form

Jn(^0)=ionW:r€[0 , r n ) l (9)

i p f c 0) = jOp(r) :Te[rn, r p ) , (10)

where rn = l/vn and rp = l/vp are the dimensionless electrons and holes times of flight through

i-region respectively, and jon(r) and jop(r) the initial distributions of electron and hole current

densities across the i-region, respectively. In Eqs.(9) the initial distribution dependence on

the space coordinate is transformed into the dependence on time according to the relationships

z — ±ui, which are valid for the beginning of the process.

The perturbation, caused by an external source (such as the passage of a high energy par-

ticle through the structure) defines the initial distribution of the current densities and can be

approximately represented as follows:

f r2 }
jon{r) = Jonexp < —-™2 f and JoP(r) = 0 : r 6 [ 0 , r n ) , (11)

if the particle is coming from the left and

f r 2 }
JoP{r) = Jopexp < - -~2 } and Jon{r)~ 0 : r e [rn, rp), (12)

or



if the particle is coming from the right.

Here Sr is the dimensionless duration of the initial pulse of current, assumed to be very small

ST <C 1 and Jon, JQP the amplitudes of the initial pulse of current.

We define the evolution of this perturbation in time and space according to Eq.(6) and

boundary conditions (7). It can be done using the property that an arbitrary solution of Eq.(6)

is constant on the corresponding characteristics: t — x/vp = Const\ and t 4- x/vn = Const2-

Using the method of characteristics [11] - [14] the initial-boundary-value problem defined by

Eqs (6),(7) and (11) ( or (12)) is reduced to the following system of two nonlinear difference

equations:

(13)

rp) = <7 [jp(0, T-TP- rn)] (14)

with initial conditions (11) or (12). Thus, the solution of this problem depends on the initial

distribution of the current density functions jon^O) and jop{<;,0), as well as on the functions

f(x) and g(x), describing, in general, nonlinear transformations of the density of electrons and

holes clouds at the depleted slabs, i.e. at the ends of the intrinsic band. These functions are

determined by the laws of impact ionization in the depleted slabs of this structure.

The physical nature of the impact ionization allows us to set the amount of generated

electron-hole pairs proportional to the initial amount of particles which starts the avalanche

multiplication. This dependence can be assumed at least in the regime of small charge densities.

But, with the growing of the incoming cloud density we can reach the situation where all atoms

will be completely ionized. This means that if the number of incoming charge particles increases

the output current density will not be changed and saturation will take place. This situation

is typical for weak doped semiconductors. On the other hand, for strongly doped samples the

density of the generated charge carriers could become so large that it will start to affect the

value of the E-field inside the slabs, changing its spatial distribution across the junctions.

Taking into account these properties of the impact ionization process we can consider three

qualitatively different cases to check the possibilities of the existance of the oscillatory regime.

Namely:

a) linear dependence of the generated carriers density on the density of the incoming charges

iP(0,t) = Afn*j»(0,t) and jn(L,t) = Mp*jp(L,t), (15)

where Mn and Mp are the electron and hole multiplication rates, defined by rate of doping,

E-field, sample materials etc;



b) linear increasing followed by saturation at a given value of the density of incoming charges,

approximated by the hyperbolic tangent

ip(0,0 = Mp*tanh[jn(Q,t)] (16)

and

jn(L,t) = Mn*tanh[jp(L,t)];

c) and finally, increasing, saturation and decreasing as a function of the growth of the incoming

charge cloud density. In this case we could use the logistic function for / and g

jP(O,t) = A*jn{O,t)[l-jn(O,t)] (17)

and

jn(L,t) = B * jpOM)[l - JP{L,t)]. (18)

When the avalanche developing time 5P, 8n is comparable to the charge carriers time of flight

through the i-region, we need to take into account the dependencies of the outcoming currents

on the derivatives. The simplest way to do it is to use the following expressions [14]

;,(o,o = /[;»(<>. o]
(19)

where Sn, 8P are characteristic times, defined by the time of developing of avalanche multiplication

and depend on the slab width, the avalanche rates, E-field strength, rate of doping, mobilities

of charge carriers etc.

Using these conditions, instead of the Eq.(7) we obtain two difference-differential equations

with delay time

( 2 0 )

4 Equal pn-junctions

When both junctions as well as propagation conditions for electrons and holes inside the in-

trinsic region are equal, the systems of Eqs.(13) and (20) are reduced to a single DD and DDE



respectively. In this case we set vn = vp = v, f - g} rn = rp - r0 j n - jp = j and Sn - Sp = d"0.

Therefore, equations (13) and (20) are transformed into the form

[ ] (21)

and

^ ) r) = f l9[j{0'T ~ 2 r o ) 1 l • (22)

Similar equations have been obtained in [12] - [14] for the spatio-temporal dynamics of electro-

magnetic fields in the ID resonator with nonlinear reflecting walls.

However, unlike the electromagnetic resonator, here both unknown functions j n and jp exist

only on the sets of separate time intervals [0 + 2nr0, rn -f 2nr0) and [rn + 2nr0, 2(n-f l)To), {n ~

0,1,2...), because the electron and hole currents do not exist simultaneously in the intrinsic

region of this device.

In the case of linear multiplication of charges (see Eq.(15) ) we have the following linear DE

and DDE

-2r 0 ) (23)

and

2So^~ + j(0, r) = M2;(0, r - 2r0). (24)

The solution of the Eq(23) is proportional to the exponential function with exponent equals

to a = n^-^. Fig.2 illustrates this solution, showing the exponential growth of the initial pulse

of current as well as the period the T of sequence of pulses, defined by the width of the intrinsic

layer and the drift velocities, T = L/v. The main frequency of the signal of the outside circuit

is / = v/L. Note that the initial pulse conserves its shape.

The delay in the avalanche multiplication leads to a permanent increase of the current pulses

duration with time (see Fig.3). If under this condition the amplitude of the pulses reaches the

saturation level of the multiplication function given by Eq.(16), the gain of the current pulses

ceases, but at the same time thier duration growth remains (see Fig.4). The large value of

the avalanche delay time TQ destroys the oscillatory response (Fig.5) because the avalanche

multiplication inside one depleted slab continues long enough for the first charges generated to

have time to reach the second depleted slab producing a new avalanche.

Hence, qualitatively the main characteristics of oscillatory regime remain in the case of

unequal mobilities, but some parameters of oscillations are different.

9



Namely: 1) the phenomenon of shortening or lengthening the duration of a pulse is correlated

respectively to the decreasing or increasing of the charges drift velocity; 2) the main oscillation

frequency, defined by / = (vpvn)/L(vp-\- vn) will decrease, because the period of these oscilla-

tions is reciprocal to the sum of times of flight of holes and electrons through the intrinsic region;

3) when the mobilities of the holes and electrons are very different the waveform of outside cir-

cuit signal will look like a series of double pulses: one of them produced by the electron current

and the other by the hole current. This can be useful to detect higher harmonics. Fig.6 and

Fig.7 illustrate this case.

5 Conclusions

We have presented a simplified model of a device to detect the passage of high energy particles

and have shown the existence of an oscillatory response of the current inside pnipn-junction,

of period much shorter than the mean distance between events.

Concerning the stability of the equilibrium state of this device, we notice from the solution

of Eq(23) that the internal gain of current fluctuations always exists for the multiplication rates

MnMp > 1. Therefore in an ideal case we should provide some current threshold, not allowing

the internal avalanche gain of the current pulses, which is thermally generated. Otherwise, this

will lead to self-excitation of the current oscillations, causing instabilities in the equilibrium

state. To overcome this problem it is possible to set traps for holes between slabs [7], doping the

intrinsic region to reduce their amount to a proper level. In this case the corresponding number

of thermally or in any other way generated holes will be captured by the traps, eliminating the

positive feedback and preventing the developing of the self-oscillations. If the number of initial

holes exceeds the number of the traps, then uncaptured holes will reach the left slab and thus

initiate the avalanche multiplication of the useful signal.

On the other hand, this instability of the current inside the structure with respect to fluctu-

ations could be used to develop a new semiconductor oscillator of high frequency. The material

should be such as to provide the conditions for existence of the nonlinear characteristic of the

third kind described in Section 3, i.e. the logistic-like dependence of the outcoming currents

on the incoming. And as it follows from the results of [12] and [14], the chaotic oscillations of

the electrons and holes currents could be generated in such a device for the high enough rate of

avalanche multiplication.

We suggest these devices be considered for construction in order to check these models, since

present technology allows it.
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Schematic view of the device and of the electric field distribution

Fig.l. Schematic view of a pnipn-demce and internal E-field distribution
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Fig.2. Current oscillations formed by hole and electron pulses amplified in the depleted slabs

due to avalanche multiplication. Delay time of avalanche equals to zero.
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Fig.3. Effect of the delay of avalanche multiplication in the depleted slabs (v = 0.033,). Delay,

gain and extension of the duration of the pulses take place.
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Fig.4- Saturation of the internal gain. Duration of the output pulses extends due to delay of

the avalanche multiplication inside the depleted slabs
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Fig.5. Transformation of the oscillatory regime of the detector to DC current regime due to

nonzero delay of avalanche multiplication.
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Fig. 6. Current oscillations for the case of different mobilities of the holes and electrons

ve/vp = 1/5. Delay time of the avalanche multiplication equals zero.
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Fig. 7. Destruction of oscillations for nonzero delay of avalanche multiplication for the case

of unequal mobilities of the electrons and holes.


